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A daily independent student press serving
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New BleaChairs brighten Doyt, Ice Arena gets renovation

WWWBGNEWSCOM

ByChrliSojka
Reporter

Match.com for
roommates
StarRez is a Web site
where students can find
compatible roommates
prior to move-in day

19m'
Gustav grazes
New Orleans
Mandatory evacuations
and improved levees
may have saved lives
and decreased possible
damage from the latest
storm | Page 5

BGSU Athletics decision to put
new chairs in Doyt L. Perry
Stadium was a bright idea.
Literally.
Always looking for ways to
keep athletic facilities nice from
season to season, this summer, BGSU Athletics decided
to brighten up the football stadium by putting in new orange
chairs.
Thechairs—called BleaChairs
— can be added to any bleacher
system to improve the comfort
and safety of the spectators
without losing seat capacity and
without costly renovations.
"The seats are a newer product that's actually quite com-

Looks can be
deceiving

-/

fortable, resulting in more elbow
room," said Brian Delehoy, assistant athletic director for marketing. "They're bright and stick
out. Also, they add more orange,
which is nice because you can
see them off of I -75."
A misconception is that they
are only for season ticket holders.
While the majority of seats
will be occupied by season ticket
holders, there will still be some
available on a game-by-game
basis, Delehoy said.
According to Delehoy, BGSU
Athletics only had so much
money to devote to the stadium.
Improving the prime seating
was something they felt needed
attention.
In roughly 2-3 years, they plan

to mirror the visiting side of the
stadium. They expect the new
chairs to last for a long time
because they are very durable
and will not break easily.
The new chairs in the football stadium are just one of the
many things BGSU Athletics has
been working on over the past
year.
"We've made a lot of headway
in the last 8-12 months with the
completion of the Sebo center,
the new field turf (on the football field), new tennis courts and
the new outdoor track," said Jim
Elsasser, assistant athletic director for internal affairs.
Aside from some cosmetic
improvements, graphics and
making the new logo stand out
more, the University will not see
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By India Hunter
Reporter

Parties agree
to disagree

-*-■

Democrats and
Republicans are quite
different, but columnist
PHOTOS BY RACHEL RADWANSKI I IMF. BG NWS

Sean Lutrman insists
there is one thing they
do agree on | Page 4

Les Paul to be
honored at
Rock Hall
The "Father of Electric
Guitar" will be honored by guests at
the American Music
Masters series in
November | Page 9

The BG News

The Falcons' special
teams have received a
good kick in the behind

Who would you rather
date John McCain or
Barack Obama7

..

CLARISSA FRANCIS
Junior. African Studies

"Barack, because he is

■ i

handsome and
intelligent." | Page 4
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TODAY
Mostly Sunny
High: 92. Low: 62

TOMORROW
Isolated Showers
High: 79. Low: 63
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Georgettes supports
Sunshine Inc. and disabled
ByLoriW^Mr
and Lauren Farroworth

Punting makes
perfect

consistancy and range

Faculty Senate starts
new term with a littleTLC

|Pagt4

and Vrvilo provide

See CHAIRS | Page 2

CHRISTINE TOWIES ' THE BG NEWS

NEW LOOK: The new BleaChairs in the
Doyt provide a facelift as well as moie comfort and elbow room fo' spectators
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Many thought John
McCain had picked
the right running mate
in Alaska Gov. Sarah
Palin, but columnist
Lori Weber says
McCain should have
dug a little deeper first

this year as lovinelli

many noticeable changes to the
athletic facilities for the remainder of the year.
But while there will not be
noticeable changes, it does not
mean BGSU Athletics is taking
it easy. There are two huge projects they are in the process of
working out the details on.
At the end of April, the construction of the $8 million Ice
Arena renovation will begin.
Within the next 30 days, phase 1,
which includes a lot of mechanical work, as well as the overall
design of the arena, will begin.
Infrastructure needs, cosmetic improvements and fan
amenities are a few of the many

He is quiet. He sits in the black
chair, leaning back a little, and
while he talks, a small, shy smile
curves when he talks about basketball, volleyball and bowling:
the three sports he plays in the
Special Olympics.
He pulls out a gold coin, marking the three years since he has
put a bottle of liquor to his mouth,
"lb thine own self be true" is
minted into the Serenity coin. He
smiles again when he talks about
the other gold he received at the
Olympic Games.
Rodger Blaylock, 31, grew up
with learning disabilities, and a
behavioral disorder. He walks a
little slower than most, but he
is flawless at making it appear
that he is admiring the scenery,
or visually inspecting the tables
at Georgette's Grounds and Gifts
for crumbs leftover by messy
customers.
She smiles, a lot Especially
when she talks about her new
house. She doesn't like folding
laundry, or taking the trash out,
but knows that in order to keep
a clean home, it must be done.
Her back straightens, sitting up
proudly when she mentions
that she is the fastest coffee bean
grinder at Georgette's.
"I can grind between 5 to 14
pounds of coffee a day," boasts
Sarah Kyser, 27. She too is developmentally disabled. Her birth
parents drank A lot. So much
so that Sarah suffered from Fetal
Alcohol Syndrome and now with
Fetal Alcohol Effects.
Both of them suffered from
the stigma attached to those with
disabilities. They were slower,
less functional, less reliable, and
sometimes, even made fun of.
However, Georgette's is a
second home for these two.
The quaint but colorful coffee
shop in Maumee, Ohio, along
Conant Street, has prided itself
on its developmentilry disabled
workers. It's a place of friends,
family, and opportunity. They do
their jobs, enjoy the company
of fellow workers and chat with
returning customers while dissolving the stereotype that those
with disabilities aren't completely
functional
Job coaches reinforce daily
skills, teaching new ones, empha-

Faculty Senate ushered in the
new academic year with a meeting last night.
The Senate, which is composed of faculty representatives
from each College and a retired
faculty representative, have a
voice for professors on campus
when it comes to rite administration.
This year's Chair of Faculty
Senate Ellen Williams made
comments to faculty and those
in presence sharing her vision for
this upcoming academic year.
"This is going to be a challenging year but we must work
together," said Williams.
Williams, who said she loves
acronyms, shared one with those
in attendance that she wants faculty to keep in mind for this year.
"My definition of TIC besides
tender, love and care stands for
several things," Wiliams said.
The T refers to transparency,
trust, and tolerance. I. stands for
listening, learning and leading. C
stands for communication, civility and commitment, according
to Williams. She asked for faculty members to adhere to these
traits not only for faculty senate,
but in their everyday lives.
Old business was also briefly
discussed, including the meeting that was held July 22. This
summer meeting was requested
by a petitioning group to discuss
unresolved issues, violations and
demands for accountability.
One of those issues included a
broken promise of financial aid

"This is going to be
a challenging year
but we must work
together."
Ellen Williams | Faculty Senate Chair

for international students.
Over the summer, international students said they were sent an
e-mail stating they would not be
receiving the financial assistance
they thought they were going to
get — including not getting the
international fee waived.
Since then, the administration
has reversed itself according to a
handout given to those in presence at yesterday's meeting.
Each year the University has
between 500 to 700 international
students.
While on the topic of international students, a few professors raised concerns for there
not being a large enough presence of international students
on campus. Some professors
also mentioned they would like
to see more University students
travel abroad to broaden their
horizons.
"Many students here at the
University haven't traveled out
of the country," said Chemistry
Professor Neocles Leontis.
This is a matter of concern to
many professors because they
believe students benefit from
experiencing a culture different
See SENATE | Page 2
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WENDY'S: Students stop by to grab a gukk dinner from Wendy's in the Union last night

sizing the old, and showing them
actions of every decision that is
made.
"They are not going to succeed
on sympathy alone," said Kelly
Garrow, manager of development and public relations.
Georgette's does more than
provide jobs for people with disabilities; it also helps support
Sunshine Inc. of Northwest Ohio,
which is a non-profit Mennoniteaffiliated organization. Sunshine
strives to help people with developmental disabilities live productive lives, and is the owner and
operator of Georgette's.
While they each would have
had dreams and aspirations
before working at Georgette's,
Kyser and Blaylock's hopes might
not have been perceived as attain-

able. There is a confidence in the
way they talk about what they
have learned and gained from
the experience.
Sarah is able to live on her own,
with her Chihuahua/ Rat Terrier
mix, luno. She nicknamed the
dog "luno the Una" She loves
Animal Planet, and listening to
her father teach her how to do
things.
"I know he gets frustrated
because my brain can't process
tilings fast, and he slows down for
me," Sarah said. "He is so patient,
and I love him for that."
Rodger is an athlete, and a
damn good one if you ask him.
He is selfless in basketball, passSee COFFEE | Page 2

Early birds get the worm, or
Wendy's breakfast menu
By India Hurt™,
Reporter

Getting a bite on campus comes
with some changes and new
options this year.
One new addition includes
breakfast at Wendy's in the Union.
The fast-food restaurant became
famous in 1969 for serving square
burgers right here in Ohio when
the first Wendy's opened in downtown Columbus, according to the
company's Web site
And now the Wendy's in the
Union offers breakfast from 730
.i.in. in 10:30 a.m.
Wendy's Manager Rod Boron

said breakfast has been a hit so far.
"People are really responding
well to the new breakfast and it
has exceeded our expectations,"
Boron said.
Like a majority of other students,
sophomore Natasha Lee appreciates having another alternative
for satisfying her morning hunger
pains.
"I knew in other cities Wendy's
offered breakfast and I'm happy to
have it at BG," Lee said.
Lee routinely orders sausage
gravy biscuits — just one of the

VISIT BGNEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS, UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE
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FRIDAY
11:30 A.M.
Alex K Karichu. 27, of Bowling
Green, was arrested for disorderly
conduct
7:45 P.M.
Sean C. Oman, 24, of Findlay, was
cited for possession of marijuana
within the 1600 block of E. Wooster.
10:41 P.M.
Lance TC Jackson Jr.. 23. of
Bowling Green, was cited for OVI.
11: 16 P.M.
Samuel J Arnold. 19, of Sylvania,
Ohio, was arrested for underage
possession of alcohol within the
1400 block of Scott Hamilton.
11=35 P.M.
Benjamin T. Plassman, 21, of
Napoleon, Ohio, was arrested for
underage possession of alcohol and
open container
11:43 P.M.
Garrett J. Krause. 20. of Tiffin. Ohio,
was arrested for open container
11:48 P.M.
Chris Incorvaia Jr.. 19, of Perrysburg.
was cited for public urination within
the 300 block of N. Main.

SATURDAY
12:01 A.M.
Gunther R Legg. 20. of Hilliard.
Ohio, was cited for underage under
the influence and public urination
within the 100 block of Manville.
12 08 AM
Justin D Eckhart. 20. of Perrysburg.
was cited for underage possession
12:14 A.M.
James Todd Tudor. 26. of Bowling
Green, was cited for assault
12:19 A.M.
Stephen L Hunley. 20. of Bowling
Green, was cited for possession of
marijuana and underage possession
of alcohol, and Kyle R Maurer. 20.
of Avon Lake, Ohio, was cited for
underage possession of alcohol and
open container at a residence within
the 300 block of N. Enterprise
12:35 AM.
Samantha I Foltz. 19. of Findlay.
was cited for open container and
underage possession of alcohol.
12:43 A.M.
Bradley W King. 21, of Perrysburg.
was cited for open container of
alcohol.

ONLINE: Go to bqnews com for the complete
blotter list

ing the ball and getting the most
assists. Because of his shy nature,
he lets others shine.
"1 just like the game." he said
They have both worked at
Georgette's since it opened its
doors three years ago in October.
The motivation and feelings
expressed from the individuals
whoworkandcometoGeoigette's
for a cup of coffee or a piece of
vegetable quiche would not exist
if it weren't for the founders of
Sunshine Inc. of Northwest Ohio.
Roy and Georgette CassaubonEngler, patents of five children

WENDY'S
From Page 1

several options from the menu.
Senior Nicholas Bockoven likes
having Wendy's for breakfast too.
"Today 1 ordered the sausage
gravy biscuit and it's pretty good,"
Bockoven said.
Other offerings include biscuits
with either sausage or chicken,
French toast sticks, burritos and
combo options.
Boron said the big breakfast
combo and steak sandwich
haw been the two most popular
options at Wendy's in the Union.
"The Wfendy's in the Union
is the only Wendy's in Bowling
Green where breakfast is served,"
said Boroa "To get breakfast at
another Wendy's location you'd
have to go to Toledo."
But for those who don't want
breakfast, regular menu items
are still being served — but students should expect to wait a few
minutes.
"We realize not everyone wants
breakfast, but since we have to
cook it at a time when mostly
breakfast is being served, there
may be a wait," Boron said.
Sophomore Brittany Muellins
likes eating Wfendy's in the morning as well. She said Wendy's
breakfast is so good that she
knows of friends who collect cou-

CAMPUS
BRIEF
Police are still investigating the assault
of a University student near Oak Grove
Cemetery early yesterday morning
The male student was walking neat
the cemetery entrance at around 150 am

with mental retardation, founded
the organization in Maumee in
1950. Because of their personal
struggle and the lack of governmental help and support services, they decided to help others in
similar situations.
According to manager and
director of Georgette's, Dianne
Westhoven, the goal of the coffee
house and gift shop was to better inform the public of the "misconception that disabled meant
unemployable."
"This is a place where people,
who have been told all their lives
that they are different and have
never been successful, can be different and successful. The difference doesn't become a hindrance,

but an asset." Westhoven said.
Garrow and Westhoven said
that Georgette's trains those with
higher functionality but still with a
range of disabilities; Downs' syndrome. Obsessive-Compulsive
Disorder (OCD), Fetal Alcohol
Syndrome (FAS), Attention Deficit
Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD),
bipolar, seizures, medical issues,
communication and speech
problems, as well as other mental
disorders.
Despite the positive work ethic,
and community support that
Georgette's receives, it's the financial worries that severely affect
the business. In January 2008,
the state funding to support job
coaching to Georgette's employ-

pons for the purpose of eating
breakfast there.
"I've ate there a couple of times
this year and its really good except
I have to watch it because of flex
funds," Muellins said.
But what Muellins and other
students on campus don't realize
is that the term flex funds is no
longer used by University Dining
Services, said UDS Director
for Business Affairs Charles
Wiersma.
"The term Ilex funds is obsolete
and we now refer to those funds
as flex points," Wiersma said. "I
think there is a lot of confusion
surrounding the new terminology this year."
Flex points are those dollars
that can be spent at eateries in
the Union such as Starbucks,
the Falcon's Nest and Wendy's.
Wiersma said.
Muellins said she wasn't aware
the term flex funds wasn't used
anymore.
"I didn't know they call them
flex points." Muellins said.
Senior Leah Diehl said she
remembers when flex funds and
flex points didn't even exist.
"When I went here a few years
back before I took my break, they
didn't even have flex funds and
the Wfendy's at the Union would
be packed," Diehl said.
But now things are different
"The neat thing is that when

students eat at Wendy's from 730
a.m. until 10:00 am. in the morning, their flex points aren't counted," Wiersma said.
This means students can eat at
Wendy's and have their residential dollars count instead, which
in turn helps to stretch their flex
points further.
Wiersma said this is something new UDS is trying for this
academic year. UDS also offered
this option to compensate for the
McDonald and Founders dining
halls not serving breakfast until
later in the morning.
Not enough people were eating breakfast at McDonald or
Founders residence halls to keep
the locations open so early in the
morning, Wiersma said.
"Students eating at Wfendy's
in the Union and want to take
advantage of not using their flex
points should get there before 10
am. because after then flex points
are counted," Wiersma said. "It is
all computer operated and this is
something being offered only in
the morning" Wiersma said.
Students not wanting Wendy's
can eat at other locations on campus like the Sundial, Temptations,
or Commons Marketplace formeriy known as Chih/'s.
But for those who want breakfast and Wfend/s, students can
dine every morning from 730
am.untiliO::«)am.

when the suspect came up behind him and
pushed him to the ground, according to a
statement released yesterday Irom campus
police The suspect punched the victim
in the back of the head several times and
demanded the student give him his money.
The victim was taken to Wood County
Hospital to treat his injuries.
The incident is still under investiga-

ees was cut by two-thirds.
Westhoven said the goal of
2008 and following years will be
to make the coffee shop sustainable for itself and to not have to
depend on the "unreliability of
state help and money."
"We do what we need to do to
keep (everyone] employed" she
added.
Sue Rowe, a special education teacher at East Side Central
Elementary in Toledo, has taught
those with 'challenges' for over 14
years and has been fighting the
misconceptions of what disability
means.
She stresses the importance
of the dual interaction between
children that are not disabled and

SENATE
From Page 1

from their own.
VPAA/Provost
Shirley
Baugher shared some tentative
numbers regarding enrollment
at the University.
"These numbers aren't official, we will know the official
numbers on Sept. 8 which is
census day," said Baugher.
Census day is the 15th day
of the academic calendar when
official enrollment numbers
for the fall semester are conducted.
Unofficially, 65 percent of
freshmen graduated from high
school with a 3.0 G.RA or higher,
Baugher said. She also said there
are just over 20,000 students
on campus — which is slightly
down from last year. Baugher
stressed these are unofficial
numbers.
Baugher also said the
University received a +9 score

CHAIRS
From Page l

things that will be addressed in
the renovation.
Sam Martin, a hockey fan
and member of the flight
program at the University is
excited about the renovation
at the arena but believes there
could be some more upgrades
to athletic venues.
T like the idea of the renovation at the Ice Arena, but I
think they should have lights
at the baseball stadium so they
can have night games."
And if the Ice Arena renovations were not enough, BGSU
Athletics is in the process of
working on ideas for the new
convocation center.
This $36 million convocation
center, which will be called the

tion Police describe the suspect as a
white male wearing a white hoodie and
gray sweat pants The victim may have
injured the suspect's nose during the
attack in self-defense.
Anyone with information regarding
the incident is encouraged to call the
Campus Police Department
at 419-572-2546
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WO SERVICE CEHTERS

Stplmber 12. 2008
11:00am-3:00pm.
University Hall Lswn

Stroh Center, will seat 4,700
people and will be the new
home of women's volleyball,
as well as men and woman's
basketball programs.
A practice court, locker
rooms and meeting rooms for
each of the three teams, office
suites that house all three
programs and coaching staffs
and the BGSU Athletics Hall of
Fame are several of the things
the University can look forward to in the center.
While the Stroh Center is not
planned to be completed by
2011-2012, they have moved
into the design and development stage — evaluating space
and deciding how the rooms
are going to look, Elsasser
said.
"The building is right on
track, right where we need to
be right now."

1000'S OF TIRES IN STOCK AND SALE PRICEDI

11:00am-3:00pm
Friday, September 5, 2008
University Hall Lawn

Office of Campus Activities is located
in 40' Bowen-Thompson Student Union
Fo> more information on Campus Fest
or other ways to Get Involved.
ptease contact us at (419) 372-2343
or www ogsu eduAjetinvoived

from US News. This means the
University graduates students
9 percent above the predicted
graduation rate.
Interim President Dr. Carol
Cartwright went on to reflect on
move in day a couple of weeks
ago.
"1 was extremely impressed
with students and faculty that
day." Cartwright said.
In addition, Cartwright also
said the faculty senate needs
to be clear on their vision and
goals so they can apply these
when selecting a president for
the University.
Faculty members discussed
topics they hope to touch on
this year including, merit,
salaries, travel allowance, benefits package, and developing a
sanctions policy — all of which
are a matter of concern to faculty campus wide.
Faculty senate meets the first
Tuesday of the month in McFall
Center at 2:30 p.m. and is open
to the public.

mum

'•-■"

SPONSORS INCLUDE:
Office of the President,
Division of Student Attors,
Dining Sewes.
Office of Campus Activities.
Office of the Dean of Students,
Coca-Cola. The University
Bookstore, Kroger, and
Bowen-Thompson Student Union

those that are, because that is the
only way to learn to adapt aril
accept others.
"Children seem to understand
that there is a difference between
those with disabilities and understand that there are some thingi
that they can't do. They aren't
biased against them."
"I see how hard they work, how
hard they try. It humbles me,"
Westhoven said.
\
Kyser, Blaylock and the other,
'clients' are the continuing saga of
what the Engler's created over 50
years ago. With the dreams and
passion to outshine their disabili-,
ties, the pair is setting out to prove
to themselves and others: Dare to
be different.
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It's the 2008 BGSU Football Home Opener, and the first time ever that a Big Ten opponent will brave
The Doyt. Coming oft last season's thrilling victory in the Melrodome, the Falcons will look to make
It two straight over the Golden Gophers, and the first 10.000 fans will receive FREE Thunderstixl
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GET A LIFE

Day. Month ««. 2007 3

Choosing roommates just got a whole lot easier

CALENDAR Of EVENTS

Race under the microscope at UCLA

Some evera ratal from ewrrobgsutdu

8 am. - 9 p.m.
Exhibh 2: Pure Irterrdorts: Works
on FaithS Childhood Dreams
130 Gallery Space

8 am. - 6 p.m.
Factory On* Sales
Outdoor Space Union Mall

8 am. - 7 p.m.
Tye Dye Thorn
Union table space

9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Paintball USA Promotion
TBA

GARY REYES

10 a.m - 4 p.m.
American Red Cross Wood Drive

MOVIN'-IN: Roommates Kimberly Lam. 18. left, and Lauren Weiss. 17. haul their belongings into the dorms at UC Berkeley on August 24.2008

1010lscamp

By Dana Hull and Sh.lby
Martin
MCT

10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Smoosh-in-a-Bug
Union Oval
1 p.m. - 4 p.m.
UAO Street Art Fair
Union Oval
6:30 p.m.-9:30 p.m.
Auditions for a Christmas Carol
University Hall

630 p.m - 9:30 p.m.
Auditions for Newcomers
Showcase: Five by Ives
University Hall

9 p.m. -11 p.m.
Recycled Percussion
202 Union

9 pm. -11 p.m.
Wednesdays In the Pub:
Spades Tournament
101 Union

APPHQ'U

SAN JOSE, Calif.—University of
California-Berkeley sophomore
Katie Nelson says she always
has one burning question about
potential dorm roommates.
"You wonder if they are going
to be a psychopath," joked
Nelson, 19. "After that, the next
question is: Are they messy?"
Compatibility is key when
it comes to communal living,
particularly when the room is
smaller than most studio apartments. The night owl won't
appreciate the early riser, and
the neat freak will have little
tolerance for the total slob. So
some Cal students have used
StarRez, a company that specializes in housing and conference software, in their search
for compatible roommates.
Think of it as Match.com for

modem dorm life.
"It's kind of like online dating,"
said Martin Takimoto. director of
marketing for residential and student services at the University of
California-Berkeley, which began
rolling out the StaAez program
last spring.
Students create an online profile and complete a survey. But
instead of asking questions about
majors and musical taste, the
questions focus on the issues that
can make or break roommate rela-

tionships: tidiness, sleep schedules, study habits and just how
many friends they want dropping by at 3 a.m. The Slarlfe/.
portal then spits out a list of
their closest roommate matches, complete with a percentage
representing each one's compatibility. Students can send
messages to potential matches
and chat further.
"If you find out your potent ial
roommate has a 6-foot python,
you can still say 'no way!" said
jason Dell, a spokesman for
StarRez, which has 250 College
campuses as clients.
Freshman Patricia Lin, 18, of
Milpitas, used StarRez as she
began the process of signing up
for university housing.
l.in, who graduated from
Presentation High School in
San lose, was paired up with
in, in n,i Lee, 17, of Iterance,
Their majors are different.
Lin is studying psychology,
Lee molecular cell biology.
But the two, who moved into
their new room in Davidson
Hall last weekend, were
matched up in part because
I hey both said they want their
dorm room to be mellow and
conducive to studying.

UCLA Daily Bruin
U-Wire

A professor is alleging that UC1 J\
illegally takes race into account
when admitting black students
and is accusing the university of
hiding data in a cover-up.
Tim Groseclose, a professor of
political science, authored an 89page report outlining the above
concerns and then Thursday
resigned from his position on the
Committee on Undergraduate
Admissions and Relations with
Schools, a faculty oversight committee on admissions.
By law, UCLA cannot consider race in admissions, but
Groseclose charges that application readers are getting around
this restriction because some
students reveal their race in their
personal essays.
UCLA administrators deny
both using race to make admissions decisions and a cover-up
lanina Montcro. vice chancellor for student affairs, told the
Associated Press that UCLA
application readers are instructed to not consider race at all.
lorn Lifka. associate vice
chancellor for student academic services, said that as a result

of this report, UCLA is commissioning a study to determine whether black students
or other minority students
receive an unfair advantage in
the admissions process.
Groseclose wrote that he
requested the necessary data
from the university to conduct the study himself, but he
was denied the data on several occasions — constituting what he describes in the
report as a cover-up.
Though students applying to
any UC school have the option of
revealing their race on the application, readers are not given that
information. Instead, the report
read, some students voluntarily
share their race and other personal information in their essays
- theoretically giving readers the
opportunity to consider it.
Groseclose offered some circumstantial evidence to support
his claim, saying that in 2006, a
black student had an 11.5-percent chance of being admitted.
After UCLA adopted a holistic
admissions model in 2007 that,
among other things, placed a
heavier weight on life challenges,
the statistic went up to a 16.5percent chance.

BUZZ. AND THE ANSWER IS...

Night club brawl injures althetes
By Will Holland

Frank Alexander
Sooners football
player who was
injured in a night
club in Oklahoma.

U-Wire

Three people, including two
University of Oklahoma athletes, were injured early Sunday
morning in a fight involving
knives, guns and tire irons.
Frank Alexander, a redshirt
freshman defensive end on
the Sooners football team, and
Ray Willis, a freshman guard
on the men's basketball team,
were identified by multiple
student sources as stabbing
victims of a brawl at Sooner
Knights, a club located at 1309
SW 24th Ave. The student
sources requested anonymity
because they are not authorized to speak to the media.
At 2:32 a.m. Sunday, the
Norman Police Department
responded to numerous
reports of a fight at Sooner
Knights. According to the
police, while en route, they
received reports that people
had been wounded. They
found evidence at the scene
consistent with these reports.
While at the scene, police
received word that two stabbing
victims had arrived at Norman
Regional Hospital in a privatelyowned vehicle.
A third victim, who was hit
by a car during the incident,
was treated and released by
Norman Regional Hospital on
Sunday.
Brenda Finkle, director of
public relations for Norman
Regional Hospital, confirmed
that Alexander was treated and
released for unspecified injuries
on Sunday.
Finkle declined to say
whether Willis was treated at
the hospital.
"We understand that the outlook is good" for the health of the
victims, Sooners football coach
Bob Stoops said.
The OU Athletics Department
released statements Monday
evening from Stoops, OU president David L. Boren, athletics
director Joe Castiglione and
men's basketball coach Jeff
Capel expressing concern for
the victims.
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Ray Willis
Sooners basketball
player who was
injured in a night
J club in Oklahoma.
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TjohnE Productions, who brought ThinkFast to campus.

"We are most concerned
about the recovery of those who
were injured," Castiglione said
in the statement. "While details
are still emerging, indications
are that those who were injured
were victims of assault."
Boren said he asked Vice
President of Student Affairs
Clarke Stroud and his staff
to work with the athletics
department to develop a plan
to prevent similar incidents in
the future.
"I have every confidence that
the leadership of the department
of athletics will take appropriate
action," Boren stated.
looking I-or a
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The explicit sex-ed programs will not find my support
- Republican Vice-Presidential candidate Sarah Palin in a 2006 issues survey. Palin, a
supporter of abstinence-only education, recently announced her 17-year-old daughter is
pregnant [crm.com].
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Speeches, parties and The perfect VR except all the imperfections
No one is perfect.... It seems as though
a 40-year-old
every politician has a dirty little secret that is
just waiting to come out.
humanitarian crisis

The stories that will dominate
this week's news cycle should
be fairly predictable to anyone who has followed recent
developmets.
Pundits will still be talking about
who gave the best speech at the
Democratic Convention last
week (Dennis Kucinich). They'll
ask what mistakes were made
in Denver (not allowing former
President Jimmy Carter to give
a speech on foreign policy and
energy). They'll ponder if Hillary
Clinton sealed the deal in convincing her still sore supporters
to vote for the presidential candidate who will defend a woman's
right to choose and other feminist principles (Senator Obama).
But there is another issue
involving the Democratic
Convention that I'm quite sure
will not get much attention
from the mainstream American
press at all, much as the issue is
ignored during any other time
of the year — the blindly loyal
Pro-Israel stances both of the
major political parties adopt in
their platforms.
Now, for those of you who
slept during civics class one
too many times, a party platform is pretty much a document
showing where a political party
stands (because you "stand" on
a "platform," get it?) on a whole
range of issues. From opposing
Abortion rights (which is in the
Republican platform), to opposing the Bush tax cuts (which is in
the Democratic platform), each
party has an opinion on pretty
much every issue of the day,
and they are written up shortly
before and approved of during
the conventions that take place
every four years.
If someone were to actually
look at the two platforms side
by side however, they would find
that of all the issues the parties have opinions on, they both
agree on the topic of Israel, and
that it must be appeased with
its illegal settlements being
developed on Palestinian territory and its continued occu-

pation of East lemsalem — the
area the Palestinians wished
to become their capital before
Israel annexed it in the 1967 Six
Day War.
The 2008 Democratic Platform
states: "All understand that it is
unrealistic to expect the outcome of final status negotiations to be a full and complete
return to the armistice lines of
1949 (which were drastically
changed to Israel's favor after
the Six Day War). Jerusalem is
and will remain the capital of
Israel... and should remain an
undivided city.
So there you have it, even
though their presence on lands
that they had occupied using
military force (in a war which
Israel started with a preemptive strike on Egypt), which is a
clear violation of United Nations
Resolution 242, even though the
Israeli government is treating the
Palestinian people living there
like second-class citizens with
restricted access to water, with
the ever-present threat of having
their homes demolished so an
Israeli settler can move in and
other human rights abuses, such
behavior is viewed as morally
acceptable because it's Israel and
our policy is to treat it with a
double standard.
1 believe this is one of the biggest reasons why so many in the
Muslim worid despise the U.S.
so much. It's not because we
don't run our country the way
Taliban members and terrorists
like Osama bin Laden want us to
just look at the Awakening councils in Iraq for a clear example
that such a medieval way of life
is objectionable even with the
peoples of the Middle East—but
rather it is due to our obscenely
uneven relationship with Israel
and its neighbors.
So after last week, I think it
would be safe to say that the
Democratic Party and Barack
Obama, their Presidential candidate, should be (and I believe
deep down, a lot of them really
are) absolutely ashamed of
themselves for their continued
ignorant and destructive policy
positions on the PalestinianIsraeli conflict
-Respond to Sean at
thenews@bgnews.com

Chances that an
American lives
within 50 miles of
where they grew
up: 1 in 2.
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In the beginning, John
McCain made a wise choice
for
a
vice-presidential
running mate.
I truly thought Sarah Palin
was an excellent choice. 1
still don't plan on voting for
McCain, but I could see the
reasons for her selection.
Alaskan Gov. Sarah Palin
brings the women's vote, as
well as the more conservative
Republican side of the party.
The decision to make her
McCain's running mate was
perfectly timed as well.
After Barack Obama's
amazing Democratic National
Convention
acceptance
speech, McCain needed something to hold down the thrust,
the impetus of Obama's strong
address. What he needed was
something that could counteract the power behind the
Obama campaign.
Palin is the "soccer mom'"
of them all. The 44-year-old
Alaskan governor is the mother of five, who firmly supports
the Pro-Life movement, especially since Palin's youngest
child, Trig, has Downs syndrome. Even when Sarah
Palin knew that her last child
was going to be mentally and
physically challenged, she put
her faith in her religion, and
carried Trig to term.
Palin brought consistency
for McCain. She didn't have

experience on her side, but
she has always been a huge
supporter of the Republican
Party and made commitments
to match.
She was stable, brilliant, and
now — a disaster.
Turns out, the woman who
was supposed to be the key
factor in swaying disgruntled Clinton voters, is now
causing stress in the McCain
campground.
When presidential nominees are deciding who their
running mates should be, they
look at how many votes they
are expected to pull in with
that vote, as well as appeasing
the party's majority opinion.
Factors like, stability, experience (both foreign and domestic), momentum in the political spectrum and of course,
the background check, are all
extremely important in the
decision-making process.
John McCain's investigators went into a tizzy earlier
this week and have flown to
Alaska to scour the state for
more research and inside
information on Palin.
McCain's camp missed the
part where Palin's unwed
17-year-old daughter is five
months pregnant. They also
missed Palin's husband, Todd,
being investigated in a state
ethics probe for a drunk-driving incident almost 20 years
ago. Sarah Palin hired a lawyer for her husband Monday.
There is also the possibility
that Palin might have fired a
state official in the public safety office because he wouldn't
dismiss Palin's former brotherin-law, who was a state trooper

that divorced Palin's sister.
Fact checkers also missed
the part about the internet
rumors that were surrounding
the Palin family about daughter Bristol's possible motherly
relationship to young Trig.
The spin that is probably being revved up by the
McCain teams can go either
two ways with the pregnant
17-year-old. First, it can look
favorably upon the anti-abortion cause. Bristol Palin is
planning on keeping the child,
and eventually marrying Levi
Johnston, a hockey player at
the high school Bristol attends.
The Christian movement,
that has done its very best to
elect bad Republican presidents (review the past eight
years in your political science
classes), along with extreme
right-winger James Dobson,
are hailing this decision as a
learning experience towards
forgiveness.
The other object of spin is
making Mom and Dad, Sarah
and Todd, to be a positive
influence on their daughter, by
guiding her towards marriage
now, and helping her with her
pregnancy. Just imagine Mom
taking her daughter to the
doctor's, practicing breathing
exercises, offering advise on
how to pose in publicity photos to either hide or overtly
display her baby bump.
The Associated Press attri-

butes Arthur B. Culvahouse,
Jr., as the lead lawyer who
investigated all the potential
VP candidates for McCain.
Each possible applicant was
sent a thoroug'.i and invasive
questionnaire consisting of
70 questions, and were then
interviewed extensively for
three hours.
No one is perfect, just watching the past 20 years of politics
has taught me that. It seems
as though every politician
has a dirty little secret that
is just waiting to come out.
Honesty isn't the Washington,
D.C. policy. So how do we,
as a public, make informed
choices if everything turns out
to be false? I'm sure that the
Democrats are going to have a
field day with all this information that has come to light.
The only thing that I can
see positive about all this is
that both sides, while they
want to present negative evidence on those they are running against, bring out the
hard truth. They investigate
the other side so thoroughly
that eventually everything
comes out.
I'm just waiting for it to come
out that one of our favored
politicians is secretly hiding a
Dexter Morgan complex.
-Respond to Lori at
thenews@bgnews.com

Love is love: the case for gay marriage
S«.tf Editorial
The Daily lowan

Del Martin, a founding member of the gay rights movement
in America, died recently at the
age of 87. She is survived by her
partner of 55 years and spouse
since June 16, Phyllis I.yon.
As a new widow, Lyon faces
a difficult period of mourning.
However, the fact that she and
Martin were able to experience
the life of a married couple
they had so long desired
before death parted them
must provide her with at least
some amount of solace. But
because marriage equality for
gays and lesbians only became
politically feasible recently and
because Martin's health had
been declining for some time,
these women's ability to spend
any time together as spouses
was never a certainty.
Thankfully, Martin was able
to live long enough for her
and Lyon to get married. But
if California law had changed
even a few months later, that
never would have been possible. And not every couple is as
fortunate as Martin and Lyon.

Of the 50 states, only
Massachusetts and California
have yet granted full marriage equality to gays and
lesbians. Several other states
provide official legal protections for such couples,
basically allowing same-sex
marriage without calling it
by that name. However, most
states, including Iowa, do not
provide any such legal protections. This must change as
soon as possible.
Though right-wing activist groups such as the Iowa
Christian Alliance fight ferociously in their war against gay
rights, an honest assessment of
public opinion trends suggests
that they do so quixotically.
Support for gay rights, including marriage equality, has
grown steadily over the yean.
Progress in this direction is no
doubt due in significant part
to increases in the general
public's understanding of gays
and lesbians and identification
with them as ordinary people.
But there is also a strong generational component to this
ongoing shift
Opinion polls, such as the

one conducted by the Pew
Research Center last May,
show a strong majority of
those under the age of 30 support full marriage equality.
The only reason this group
of people doesnt tip the balance of general public opinion
decidedly in that direction is
that a majority of those over 60
oppose marriage equality with
equal fervor. However, the end
result this disparity will have
Is quite clear. In fewer than 30
years, most of those against
allowing gays and lesbians to
many the people whom they
love will be dead.
Any notion that today's
young people will become less
tolerant as they age is highly
dubious. After growing up
alongside openly gay friends,
relatives, and acquaintances,
Americans under 30 simply
get it They understand that
homosexuality is a normal
part of life, that a small percentage of people are naturally
sexually attracted primarily to
members of their own sex. The
thought of denying such people the right to marry those
they love doesn't make sense

to most young people — and
it never will.
Even though marriage
equality will likely come to all
50 states in the next 30 years,
people today cannot afford to
be complacent in the struggle
to make that happen. It's not
for the sake of the young that
progressives must work to end
discrimination against gays
and lesbians, but for the sake
of the old. Most Americans
now under 30 will still be alive
in 30 yean. But most of those
currently over 60 will not be.
Loving couples such as
Martin and Lyon don't deserve
to suffer because too many
of their peers are unable to
overcome their traditional
prejudices. That's why granting legal recognition to gay
marriages all across America
is driven by what a certain 47year-old presidential candidate
calls the fierce urgency of now.
Elderly gays and lesbians have
done the hard work of creating a society in which people
are accepted for who they are.
Those fortunate enough to
come of age in that society owe
it to them to finish the job.
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New Orleans spared from Hurricane
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Gustav, thousands wish to come home
By Robert Tanner
and Vicki Smith
The Associated Press

NEW ORLEANS — Anxious
evacuees across the country
clamored to come home yesterday after their city was largely
spared by Hurricane Gustav,
but Mayor Ray Nagin warned
they may have to wait in shelters
and motels a few days longer.
The city's improved levee
system helped avert a disaster
like Hurricane Katrina, which
flooded most of the city, and
officials got an assist from a
disorganized and weakened
Gustav, which came ashore
about 72 miles southwest of
the city Monday morning.
Eight deaths were attributed
to the storm in the U.S. after it
killed at least 94 people across
the Caribbean.
But New Orleans was still a
city that took a glancing blow
from a hurricane: A mandatory evacuation order and curfew remained in effect. Electric
crews started work on restoring power to the nearly 80,000
homes and businesses in New
Orleans — and more than 1
million in the region — that
remained without power after
the storm damaged transmission lines that snapped like rubber bands in the wind.
"We have a massive caravan
of crews coming to the city and

BP.STT COOMER 1 AP PHOTO
GUSTAV LOUISIANA: Richard Voisin, 47. check on the damage to his collapsed trailer that was destroyed during the height ol Hurricane
Gustav Monday, in Houma. La. Voisin and his sister escaped the trailer just before the roof caved in.

they should be here this morning to fix the rest of the power
outages," Nagin said on CBS
"Early Show."
The city's sewer system was
damaged, and hospitals were
working with skeleton crews on
backup power. Drinking water
continued to flow in the city
and the pumps that keep it dry
never shut down — two critical
service failings that contributed
to Katrina's toll. The FAA said
the city's airport was expected
to reopen at 7 p.m.
Gustav was downgraded

to a tropical depression early
Tuesday, and mandatory evacuation orders were lifted for
three Southeast Texas counties. The storm's maximum
sustained winds decreased
to near 35 mph as it puttered
toward northern Louisiana
and east Texas. Up to 8 inches
of rain was expected and flood
warnings were posted.
Nagin cautioned that Tuesday
would be too early for residents
to return to New Orleans, but
their homecoming was "only
days away, not weeks." He

apologized to the Republicans,
which put the pagentry of their
convention on hold to wait for
Gustav to move through the
Gulf Coast.
"You know, 1 think Gustav
rained on their parade, on
their little party," said Nagin, a
Democrat, who cut his own trip
short to his party's convention
to prepare for the storm. "And
hopefully they can rekindle.
We'd love to host them in New
Orleans next week, and they can
come down and we can show
them how to really do it right."
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GOP finalizes schedule after Gustav
shortened Mondays opening
By Sara KugUr
The Associated Press

■>!'

ST. PAUL, Minn. — Republicans
swung their convention back on
a political track yesterday after
a pause for Hurricane Gustav,
giving President Bush a primetime speaking slot to promote
John McCain's candidacy for the
White House. Former Democrat
Joe Lieberman and TV star and
former Sen. Fred Thompson also
got speaking roles.
The president will address the
convention by satellite from the
White House.
There was a flurry of last-minute changes as Republicans tried
to patch together a new schedule for the three remaining days
of their convention. Monday's
opening session was abbreviated and stripped of sharp political rhetoric as the nation kept its
focus on Gustav, once seen as a
major threat to the Gulf Coast. It
landed with a blow that was less
devastating than feared, allowing the GOP to lift the McCainimposed ban on partisanship.
Bush had been in line to
speak to the convention in person Monday night but instead
went to Texas to be with disaster
workers as Gustav threatened
the Gulf. Some Republicans
had breathed a sigh of relief to
have the unpopular president
out of the way and off the television screens. But Bush still was
guaranteed a warm welcome
from fellow Republicans in the
convention hall.
The White House was so
concerned about intruding on
McCain's show that aides would
neither confirm nor even discuss the ongoing planning for
what was widely known to be
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ment protesters and anti-government protesters near the'tjoyernment.House, in Bangkok early yesterday
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Turmoil grips Thailand; Gov. tries to keep peace

MCCAIN 2008: Presidential candidate Sen. John McCain and vice presidential candi-

By Joctlyn Gsckar

date Gov. Sara Palin wave to supporters in OFallon. Mo. Sunday.

The Associated Press

happening: the speech to delegates by the president yesterday night. Bush aides were
hypersensitive about any move
that might offend McCain or be
seen as trumping his show — a
byproduct of McCain's delicate
effort to distance himself from
the president.
Thompson, a former senator from Tennessee, was
one of McCain's rivals for the
Republican
nomination.
Lieberman, an independent
from Connecticut, was the
Democrats' vice presidential
candidate in 2000 and now is a
McCain supporter. Republicans
say the two will talk about
McCain's life and their friendship with him.
The revamped schedule suggested that convention planners were easing back into partisan politics with an appeal
to independent-minded voters. Thompson is known by
most voters for his portrayal
of a gruff district attorney on
NBC's "Law & Order."
It was unclear whether

Thompson had replaced former New York Mayor Rudy
Giuliani as the convention
keynoter and, if so, why.
Convention planners said
Giuliani would address the
gathering in prime-time today
or tomorrow, though they did
not know whether he would
remain the keynote speaker
as planned.
Hamstrung by Gustav and
distracted by the revelation
that McCain running mate
Sarah Palin's unmarried 17year-old daughter is pregnant,
Republicans were trying to get
back on track yesterday.

BANGKOK. Thailand —
Thailand's embattled leader
struggled to keep the peace
and his grip on power yesterday after declaring a state
of emergency that was openly flouted by thousands of
anti-government protesters
in the capital.
While Prime Minister Samak
Sundaravej sought to tamp
down newly violent unrest pitting largely prosperous urban
forces against the country's
impoverished rural majority,
he also was hit by an electoral
commission finding that could

disband his party and bar him
from politics.
Samak said he had no choice
but to impose emergency rule
in Bangkok after a week of
political tensions exploded
into overnight rioting and
street fighting between his
supporters and opponents
that left one person dead and
dozens injured.
His decree gives the military the right to restore order,
allows authorities to suspend
civil liberties, bans public
gatherings of more than five
people and bars the media
from reporting news that
"causes panic."
Samak and the army chief,

Gen. Anupong Paochinda.
both said authorities viewed
emergency rule as a last resort
and stressed they wanted to
avoid violence.
"I did it to solve the problems of the country," Samak
said in a televised news conference at a military headquarters in Bangkok. "1 had
no other choice. The softest means available was an
emergency decree to end the
situation using the law."
At a separate news conference, Anupong said that
if troops are ordered into
Bangkok's streets, they will be
armed only with riot shields
and batons.

Being single and pregnant
is tough
i

Sophomores. Juniors. & Seniors!

Come Meet the Ladies of

419-354-4673
www.bgpc.org
1-800-395-HELP

Alpha Phi
At our house Open House!

Tuesday Sept. 2 - 7-9 pm
Wednesday Sept. 3 - 7-9 pm

www.knowledge is empowering.com

Across from Mac West

Foundation
for
contact jhamilt@bgsu.edu with any questions!

ft

Hlorv

609 2"d St.
V1.:

Newlove Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620

www. newloverentals. com
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THAILAND POLITICAL UNREST: Thai soldiers stand guard with shields as they block a street to avoid clash between Thai pro-govern,

Three Bedroom House
Close to Campus
$495 per month
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SIDELINES

Men's soccer
loses match
to South
Florida
By Jason Jones

Reporter

FOOTBALL
After beating No. 25 Pitt last
weekend, the Falcons have
received votes in the national
polls. While they aren't ranked
yet. BG received 17 votes in
the AP poll and two votes in
the USA Today coaches poll

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog
Log on to the BG News
Sports Blog for continued
coverage leading up the
Minnesota game and updates
on all BG sports. You can also
vote on polls and tell us
what you think about
anything we post
www.b9ncwsp0rts.com

OUR CALL
Today in
Sports History
1995-Expansion teams
Jacksonville and Carolina

tNJCHWU

THtaCiKEWs

both lose their first NFL
GREAT ADDITION: P act la :ker Shu VrvJo hod the best pigce Uking season the

games.

Falcons had seen in recent years last season, his fist w* the Falcons

1985-Mets catcher Gary
Carter hit three straight home
runs in one game.
1974-Oscar Robertson
retires from the NBA.
1928—Tigers Ty Cobb gets
his 4,191th and final career

Kicking it up a notch

base hit

The List
Cliff Lee is the first Cleveland
Indian to win 20 games in a
season since Gaylord Perry in
1974. Let's take a look at some
of the memorable outings
Cliff has had so far this year:
I.April 24: Lee pitched
a complete game shutout
against Kansas City for his
fourth win of the year. He left
the game with a 0.28 ERA.
2. May 7: Over seven
innings, Lee allowed six hits
and struck out seven Yankees
to get win number six.
3. June 26: Lee lasted

Vrvilo, lovinelli have brought strong legs, stability to special teams
By Andrew Harntr
Assistant Sports Editor

Sinisa Vrvilo may be the best kicker the Falcons have seen suitr
the days of Shaun Suisham, but
that isn't stopping the coaches or
Vhilo from wanting more.
" Wfe want him to be consistent,"
Bird said. "Right now, what is our
yard line we can count on him to
be 100 percent? What yard line
can we count on him to be 75 or
80 percent?"
Last season, \tvila a junior
transfer from Trinity Valley community college in Texas, made 15
of his 19 field goal attempts, only
missing two from 42 yards and
two over 50 yards. His long on
the season was a 49-yard attempt

"I think that the whole special teams unit
helped out doing that. For example, on field
goals, if the big guys up front don't block,
then it's hard for me to make a kick."
Sinisa Vrvilo I BG'if'O'

Nick
lovinelli

Sinisa
Vrvilo

Had a career long
punt of 79 yards
against Pitt.

Made 15 field goals
and 47 PATs last
season.

against Kent State.
By comparison. Nate Fry and
loe Timchenko combined to
make five of nine attempts in 2005

with Timchenko making the long
of 37 twice over the season. Sean
FJlis made four of nine attempts
in 2006 with a long of 38 against

Florida International and only
had one attempt over 40 yards
"I don't tliink it was just me thai
Itumed Ihe kicking game around
last year]," Vhilo said. "I think
thai Ihe whole special teams
unit helped out doing thai. For
example, on field goals, if the big
guys up front don't block, then
it's hard for me to make a kick"
Vrvilo also made all 47 PATs
he attempted last year, and
his 92 points were lite second
most among Mid-Anierican
Conference kickers. And while
his 75 kickofJs last season only
averaged 56.7 yards and resulted
in just five touchbacks, Bird says
See KICKERS I Page 8

South Florida entered the 2008
regularseasonastheNo. 18 team
in the nation. They have a preseason all American, as well as
one player who may be the best
player in all of college soccer. In
their final preseason game they
defeated then
No. 8 Maryland.
Taking all of
this into consideration, it
was not surprising 10 see
the Bowling
(ireen Falcons Paul
get
blanked Shoemaker
on Saturday in
The Falcon
Tampa, Fla.
"We played goalie had
a good team, seven saves
a team that is in BG's loss to
expected 10 be
in the top 10. South Florida
maybe even
potentially wing or a national
championship," Head Coach
Fred Thompson pointed out.
The Falcons, indeed, did
play a very good team, and to
their credit, could have faired
a lot worse.
USF's Zak Boggs scored off of a
rebound in the 23rd minute. The
Falcons then managed 10 keep
them scoreless for the next 43
minutes of action.
This came as a surprise,
because two of the Falcons starling back four, Jacob Lawrence
and Kyle McNayr, didn't make
the trip to Tampa due to injuries.
Fillingthevoidleftby Lawrence
and McNayr were Ryan Davis
and Freshman Tanner Fink.
"I thought they were solid,
they did a good job, and 1 was
happy with their performance,"
Thompson said.
Fink's role was an especially
difficult one for a player seeing his first ever action come
at middle back against such a
dominant team.
"He was fearless, he did an
exceptional job," Thompson
said.
Another main point to consider in this game was Ihe unveiling of Ihe starting goalie for the
Falcons. Senior Paul Shoemaker,
who had been competing with
fellow Senior Brent Petkus
throughout the preseason, started ihe game.
Thompson
noted
thai
Shoemaker is Ihe goalie saying,
"We, as a staff, don't like to rotate
(goalies)."
Thompson did however,
allude to the fact the changes
could always be made, whether it be because of the player
(Shoemaker), or because of
whom the team is playing
against.
In his first start, Shoemaker
played a full 90 minutes, giving
up three goals as well as makSee SOCCER | Page 8

for eight innings against the
Giants and allowed just one
run and four hits while striking
out 11 in his 11th win.
4. August 15: Lee threw

Scheidler modest after week one breakout

a complete game against the
AL leading Angels in a 3-2

By Andrew Harner
Assistant Sports Editor

Golf takes seventh at the
Rutherford Intercollegiate

victory. He struck out six and
walked two on the way to his
his 17th win.

5. September 1: A 5-0
complete game shutout of
the White Sox propelled Lee
to his 20th win.

Believe it or not, Jimmy Scheidler's
highlight reel doubled in size
after Saturday's upset win against
Pittsburgh.
Coming into the game with
just one reception for a four yard
loss, Scheidler never could have
anticipated he would catch two
touchdowns and then
^ grab another ball in the
** red zone against a ranked
opponenL But at the same
time, he isn't making a big
deal about it
"Statistics never really
played a role on this team,"
Scheidler said. "1 never looked
at it from a statistical standpoint;
that doesn't really matter. It's nice
to be able to have two touchdowns,
but that's not a big deal."
Scheidler, a junior, was primarily used as a special teams blocker
in his first two seasons with the
Falcons but was also used in the
offense as a full back and a tight
end. But in a spread offense with

By Bill Bordawlclc
Reporter

DON WRIGHT

AP PHOTO

TOUCHDOWH: Jimmy Scheidler runs into the end zone after catching the first of two
touchdown passes against Pitt.

five receivers, the tight end position is used mostly for blocking.
However, with all the unique
formations and trick plays coach
Gregg Brandon had drawn up for
his offense against Pitt, it allowed

Scheidler to get in on the action
outside of blocking.
In the second quarter, Scheidler
See JIMMY 1 Page 8

"It's a great way

to start off the fall
Talk about making a great first
impression.
season. I played
Freshman golfer Drew
Preston, participating in his
really well."
first collegiate tournament, finished in a tie for third place
by carding a two-over par
Drew Preston | BG golfer
score of 218 at the Rutherford
Intercollegiate hosted by Penn
Let's just say Preston handled
State University.
those nerves quite nicely. He
The Falcons as a team fin- started the first day of the three
ished in a tie for seventh place, day tournament by posting a
six places below tournament three over par round of 75.
winner Purdue.
He followed that up by shootBut the story of the tourna- ing an even par round of 72 in
ment, at least from the BG per- the second day and a one under
spective was Preston — who par round of 71 to conclude the
admitted to being nervous in tournament.
his first round.
"Exceptional for Drew in his
"I tried not to screw up too first college tournament." said
badly," Preston said about his BG coach Garry Winger. "1 was
pre-tournament nerves. "Just very impressed. He should be
tried not to take myself out
right away — try to make as
See GOLF | Page 8
many putts as 1 can."
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Chris Wells might not miss time after injury KICKERS
From Page 7
By Rusty Millar
The Associated Press

COLUMBUS — Coach Jim
Tressel has some reassuring
words for all those fretful Ohio
State fans who have had trouble
sleeping since tailback Chris
"Beanie" Wells hit the deck with a
right foot injury on Saturday.
"Tell them to worry about (hurricanes) Gustav and Rita and
those kinds of things," Tressel
said yesterday. "Beanie's going
to be fine."
Wells was in obvious agony
in the moments after he fell
to the turf in the third quarter
of Saturday's 43-0 victory over
TEBBY MllAM I *P PHOTO
Youngstown State. Hewasalmost
I'M OK: Fans had lo wait until yesterday (or Jim Tressel to male an announcement about
dragging the foot, encased in an
Chris Wells' fate, but their patience paid off as it looks like he might not miss any action.
immobilizing boot, when he
slowly returned to the sideline
"Beanie's going
to watch the last few minutes of vote is the young person.... Then
the medical people have a major
the blowout.
to be fine."
Yet Tressel didn't slam the vote," Tressel said. "How you
door on the possibility that Wells practice has a little bit to do with
might still play in Saturday's it especially as you get into the
Jim Tressel IOSU coach
game against Ohio University. back end of the week. But when
Wells' status will be evaluated you have a veteran who's had
later in the week, Tressel said. a lot of snaps and so forth, it's who rushed for more than 1,600
The Bobcats are a five-touch- not quite as critical. I'll have that yards last season, fell backward
down underdog against the third and deciding vote, I guess." on a handoff near the goal line.
That's good news for Ohio After he was checked out by docBuckeyes, who dropped a spot
to No. 3 in this week's Associated State's uneasy faithful. A crowd tors and trainers, he was helped
of more than 105,000 was off the field and taken to the
Press Top 25.
"I have the third vote. The first reduced to silence when Wells, locker room on a cart.

JIMMY
From Page 7

put the Falcons on the board on
a pass from Freddie Barnes, who
had nished in his first play at quarterback, instead of Tyler Sheehan.
Liter on that quarter, it was
Scheidler who pulled the Dick
part of the play to find himself
wide open in the end zone. The
play is used by the Falcons for two
point conversions, and Scheidler
normally is a blocker on the right
side of die line. This time, he was
instructed to pull off his block and
found himself wide open for his
second touchdown.
"It was a great play call by
the coaches, great blocking
by the offensive line and Tyler
ISheehan] made a great throw,"
Scheidler said.
T le just kept making play after
play |in practice]," Sheehan said.
"So we got him in the line-up and
we had a whole bunch of different
plays for him."
In the middle of the third quarter, Scheidler again made a big
play for the Falcons. On second
and two, Scheidler caught a 22yard pass from Sheehan to put
tlie Falcons in the red zone, which

Nick lovenelli | BG punter
a smaller school — Harper
College in Illinois-and made an
immediate impact.
In 2005, Fry kicked 51 punts
with an average of 385 yards and
landed 13 inside the 20 yard line.
His long was 60 yards. Alonso
Rojas became the punter in 2006,
but didn't fair any better than Fry
did; punting 56 times with an
average of 35.6 yards, a long of 62
yards and landing 12 inside the 20
yard line.
Iovinelli had 53 punts last season averaging 38.4 yards while
placing 12 inside the 20 yard
line which is a good line, but he,
like Vrvilo, is looking for more
this year.
"We're definitely trying to raise
the bar from last year," Iovinelli
said. "We're definitely looking
to beat our opponents each
and every week in the special
teams area."
He got the improvement he
was looking for in the first game
of the season. Iovinelli's first punt

reminds him of Pete Winovich
from last season, who was also
primarily used as a special teams
player and blocker until he found
his way into die line-up as a junior
in 2006.
And for as many people who are
expecting to see more of Scheidler,
he doesn't expect to be given any
special treatment following the
Pitt game.
"I'm in there to block and to
help the offense any way I can,"
Scheidler said. "I don't expect to
be given more throws or anything
like that."
Scheidler is a true team player
who isn't necessarily interested in
making the big play of the day,
having a huge stat line or even
having the ball thrown his way. He
knows his offense doesn't make
heavy use of the tight ends and
full backs except for blocking, and
that's perfectly all right with him
because Jimmy Scheidler is the
definition of a team player.

Rental Office: (419) 354-2260
319 E. Wooster, Bowling Green, OH

challenge in their next match when they face No. 25 Furman.

SOCCER

Anor in the 66th minute and
Jordan Seabrook in the 84th
minute. These goals would seal
From Page 7
the fate of the Falcons.
The road will onceagainhead
ing seven saves in the process.
Shoemaker without a doubt south this weekend, as Bowling
had the more difficult night of Green travels to Greenville, S.C.
the two goalies, as USF goalie for the Diadora/Spinx Furman
Diego Restrepo never needed Invitational. The Falcons will
once again be matched up
to make a save.
USF would eventually out- against a ranked opponent, the
shoot Bowling Green 17 shots host school, No. 25 Furman.
It wasn't a magical start by
to just one.
11 of USF's shots on goal any means, but this Falcons
came in the second half, a half team does seem to be headed
that saw goals by Bernardo in the right direction.

Wednesday, September 3
9 p.m. • Bowen ■Thompson Student
Union, Lenhart Grand Ballroom

www.johnnewloverealestate.com
Hours: M-F: 8:30-5:30, Sat: 8:30- 4:00
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TOUGH ROAD: The Falcons were beat by No 18 South Florida and fate another

Recycled Percussion

(Across From Taco Bell)
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FULL-TIME POSITION

City of Bowling Green
—
Sports Specialist
—
Pay Band 2: $18.04 - $27.05 per hour
Trie City ot Bowling Green Parks and Recreation Department is looking tor someone to be
responsible tor planning, scheduling, maintaining, and supervising all sports programs and
facilities operated by the Parks and Recreation Department. Coordinates the field/facilities.
schedules, equipment, and stalling lor any sports leagues or programs; assists with
maintenance ol Carter Park, Including sand volleyball courts, concessions, and soltball
complex; scheduling seasonal and contractual stall; prepares league schedules; attends
meetings pertinent to the leagues and programs; verities league standings; Interprets rule
questions; assists with planning and Implementing ol sports related events; recommends
policies ond procedures concerning sports programming; evaluates and revises programs;
handles complaints and solves programming problems; supervises the maintenance and
repairs o! athletic facilities and equipment; conducts certification programs tor youth sports;
organizes and conducts orientations and In-service Instruction; secures sponsorships lor
youth teams; recruits tournaments for special events; assists In preparing department's
annual budget; attends stat' meeting; and performs other duties assigned,

of the game was mishandled by
Pitt's returner and rolled all the
way to Pitt's two yard line for a
79-yard punt, tied for the third
longest punt in school history,
Iovinelli's game performance also pleased Bird, who
wanted him to improve his
average this season.
His eight punts in the game
went an average of 45.1 yards, an
increase of 6.7 yards from last
season's average Even without
the botched punt, his average still
would have been 403 yards.
The Falcons are hoping that
both Iovinelli and Vrvilo can
make improvements to help
them to another successful
special teams season.

From Page 7

Jimmy Scheidler | BG tight end/full back

eventually ended with a touchdown.
"All the things that he did
were big in die game," Brandon
said. "Jimmy's going to play. He's
shown that he can handle it and
be effective for us."
However all those big things
Scheidler did took a toll on his
body as he was carted off the field
with about two minutes to go in
the third quarter. While on the
sidelines, Scheidler said he could
feel his legs cramping up and then
they just gave out
After being carted into the locker room, it turned out to just be
a slight case of dehydration. But
after some rest and fluid intake,
Scheidler was back on die field
before the day was over.
According to Brandon, fans will
be seeing more of Scheidler as the
season goes along.
"We have to find ways to get
Jimmy in there" Brandon said.
Brandon said that Scheidler

H

Stephen
Bird
Has coached Vrvilo
and Iovinelli for
two years

GOLF

"I'm in there to block and to help the offense
any way I can. I don't expect to be given
more throws or anything like that."

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
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that what Vrvilo does elsewhere
still makes him a valuable part
of the team.
"If you have to take an accurate PAT, field goal kicker versus a
kickoffguy, I'm going to take that
accurate kicker," Bird said
And while he had the best
kicking performance the Falcons
had seen in the past few years,
Vrvilo still has set higher goals
for this season.
"Last year we were ranked 28th
in the nation on kickoffs," Vrvillo
said of what the team improved
on last year. "This year, we need to
improve a little bit on field goals."
However, Vrvilo's streak of PATs
was broken in the first game of
this season when he missed the
PAT after BG's third touchdown,
which was his 50th attempt with
the Falcons. In 2006, Ellis missed
two PATs and Tlmchenko and Fry
combined to miss eight in 2005.
"I don't really know what went
wrong, but well look at tape and
see," Vrvilo said. "The tape always
tells the truth."
Vrvilo wasn't the only Falcon
kicker to turn around the program's lackluster 2006 season
last year.
Senior Nick Iovinelli also came
to BG last year as a transfer from

"We're definitely trying to raise the bar from
last year. We're definitely looking to beat
our opponents each and every week in the
special teams area."

Rock out to this
high energy band
that uses powerful
industrial
drumming backed
by metal grinding
guitar and hiphop/funk. Unlike
anything you have
ever heard...
prepare to be
ROCKED!

V"1 1 '

rare*!

very proud of his accomplishments."
The Falcons shot a 908 as
a team for the tournament,
which placed them in seventh
place tie with Ball State. BG's
cumulative score was aided
by yesterday's performances,
which saw a 10 stroke improvement over the first two rounds
of play.
Paced by Preston's brilliant
play, the Falcons score of 296
on the final day was good for
sixth place on the day.
"It's a great way to start off
the fall season. I played really
well," Preston said.
Purdue emerged as tournament's top finishing school
with a combined score of 871
— seven over par.
The Boilermakers also boasted the tournament's top individual scorer with Nakarintra
Ratanakul finishing the tournament with a 211 — which
was good for five under par
and a total of 15 strokes better
than the second place finisher
of VCU (886).
VCU was followed by tournament host Penn State (889),
Miami (891), Missouri (898)
and Xavier rounded out the
top five by posting a 907.
Following Preston were
juniors John Powers and Matt
Schneider, who carded three
day totals of 227 (11 over par)
and 231 (15 over par) respectively. Bryan Mitchell and
Parker Hewit rounded out the
Falcons totals by posting 236
(20 over par) and 240 (24 over
par) respectively.
"What I took out of this, was
watching our team for three
days is that we have a talented
team," Winger said. "We have
a chance to be very successful
this year."
The Falcons will look to
carry over some of the positive momentum generated
from Preston's performance
as well as the team In general as they host the John
Piper Intercollegiate starting
Monday, Sept. 8.
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trash

Muit be> abl* to lift up to 25 poundt. Mult bo abl* to work without close
supervision. Employee wilt have contact with the public and must bo able to work
alone, work Irregular schedules, and work nights and weekends. There will be
pressure from deadlines. Employee must bo able to work directly with the public.
Possession ol a bachelor's degree In recreation, (ports management, physical
education, or related field required; one or two year progressively responsible
experience In recreation programming required; must bo able to maintain a valid
Ohio Driver's License, and any combination ot education, training and work
experience which provides the required skill lets to perform the essential functions
I of the Job. Excellent fringe benefits. Residency required.
Qualified persons must complete an application that Is available in the Personnel
Department, 304 North church Street, Bowling Green, OH 43402-2399 or on-line at
www.boohio.org. Telephone: (419) 354-6200 E-mail; BGPersonnekAiOaohlo.ora Copy ol
Job description will be provided to applicants. The deadline tor making application Is
4:30 p.m. September 26, 2008 AA/EEO
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The Daily Crossword Fix
brought to you by

BG NEWS WIRE SOURCES
CLEVELAND- The Cleveland
birthplace of the Man of Steel is made
of less durable stuff, so now an online
charity auction is under way to rescue
the house where two cartoonists
created Superman

.
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Woman could face death penalty
DAYTON — A sentencing
hearing was set to begin yesterday for a Dayton mother
convicted of cooking her onemonth-old daughter to death
in a microwave oven.
Twenty-eight-year old China
Arnold could face the death penalty if the jury recommends it and
the judge accepts the recommendation. The hearing is expected to
take much of the day.

The jury on Friday found Arnold
guilty of aggravated murder.
The baby was killed in 2005.
Prosecutors said the giri's DNA
was found inside Arnold's microwave, and a former cellmate said
Arnold confessed to the murder
while in jail.
The jury rejected a defense
attorney's suggestion that someone else may have committed
the crime.

17

r

Terry Stewarts | Rock Hall President

He built a solid-body electric
guitar in 1941 — an invention
born from his frustration that
audiences were unable to hear
him play.
In 1952, Gibson introduced the
Les Paul model, which became
the instrument of choice for
musicians like Duane Allman,
Eric Clapton and Jimmy Page.
"It's not just his innovation
and his musical playing, but
sort of the residual effects of
that guitar," Stewart said. "It's
become the beginning point for
so many people in music, particularly rock music."
Paul still performs weekly at
the Indium Jazz Club in New
York City. He was inducted into
the early influence category of
the Rock Hall in 1988.
Paul is only the second living recipient of the annual
American Music Masters award,
which began in 1996 to pay
tribute to artists who helped
change American culture. Jerry
Lee Lewis was the first living
recipient in 2007. Past recipients
include Woody Guthrie, Muddy
Waters and Sam Cooke.

Consuming CHOCOLATE was once considered
a SIN during the 16th and 17th century.
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Little demons
Manuel's cash
Swedish auto
Spanish surrealist
Stretch ot land
Sch. tor Bruins
Chopin song to Caesar's enemy?
Persia, today
Behave
Huge
Show up tor
Cleansing routine
"Dallas" matriarch
Actress Archer
Secondhand ride
Down Under gem
E pluribus _
Kind ot queen?
Upright stake
Aussie's friends
Type of collar
Famous fair lady

■ Pregnancy Tests
■ Counseling
■ Post Abortion Counseling
■ Pregnancy Support
■ Adoption Information
■ Limited Ultrasounds
»Material Assislance

Wanted
Sigma Alpha Lambda, a National
Leadership and Honors Organization
with over 75 chapters across the
country, is seeking motivated students to serve as founding
officers/members to assist in starling
a local chapter Contact Rob Miner
at rminer®;
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70
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
18
23
25

R&D output
Fire starter
Former planet
Punk rocker Vicious
J. Ringling's partner
Goofs up
Fry lightly
10 ot dates
Commits theft
Handel's reveries?
Land measure
King or Ladd
Wedding token
as we speak
Even-steven
Strauss's NYC setting?
27 Units of light
29 Empower
31 Webber hit
32 Famous cookie maker
33 Tirade
34 Oil cartel
35 Equestrian game
36 China's land
38 Shoshone
42 One of the U.S. Virgin
Islands

Twisted
Aide to an exec.
Ot the shore
Part of a poppy
Ocean motions
Move it
Rival of Athens
Sounds from the dovecote
Run up a tab
Highway subdivision
When King David sang?
Feed the kitty
Actress Shire
Muppet with a unibrow
Better than better
Graceful birds
Long to see again

45
49
51
53

Plugging away
Conforms as needed
Vane reading
La _ (Milan opera
house)
55 Actress Marisa
56 Water pitchers

57 Aeries
58 Thick slice
59 Window section
60 Uninvited kitchen
crawlers
62 Lena ot "Alias"
66 Workbench cutter
67 Big Blue
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228 S. College ■ $450/month
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Reliable information on all options.
Supportive and professional.
1

, Pregnancy

.enter,

441 Frazee 419.354.4673
www.bgpc.org
M-Th (10-5). Fri (10-1)
Please call for an appointment.

Help Wanted

For Rent

Mature/energetic nanny needed to
care for 9yr old child in BG home
Start ASAP, every day 1-5pm.
Ret a must Call (419) 823-7017.

College student for PT childcare in
Perrysburg home for girls 6 & 9 yrs.
2:30-6:O0pm. M-F. (419)666-7068

"Avail. NOW 2 BR Apt $525/mo.
Free Web. Furn?, AC. 316 E Merry
1/1/09 -1 or 2 BR Apts. low as $399,
showing houses for 09-10 SY
See Cartyrentals com
or call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm

Buckeye Inn now hiring
for desk clerk position.
Apply in person.
Direct Care Openings! Wood Lane
Redidential Services, Inc. is looking
tor positive, patient people to provide
care to Individuals with MR/DD Will
provide personal care & help w/ daily
living skills. Flex. Sched - Full time,
pan: time, & Sub positions avail
$8.50 -$13 18/hr based on exp. Positions require High School Diploma or
GED and valid drivers license, acceptable driving record & pre-employment background screening. Obtain application at Wood County
Board of MR/DD, 11160 East Gypsy
Lane Rd. BG, Ent B, Mon-Fri,
8am-4:30pm or download from
www.wo
E.O.E.
Employees needed to perform light
production work Company offers
flex, hrs between 7:30am & 7:30pm
most days. Must work at least 15 hrs
per week, can be FT, many BGSU
students work here, easy walk from
campus. Pay is 17/hr. Pick up app.
at Advanced Specialty Products, Inc.
428 Clough St. Bowling Green

Exotic dancers wanted, must be 18,
Call after 8pm, no exp. needed
Call 419-332-2279.
Gold Medal Indoor Sports is looking
for energetic, enthusiastic instructors
for our Lit Kickers soccer classes
Interest/background in childhood ed
& soccer a plus Flex times
Located 15mm north ol BG.

Call 419-874-9800.
Marco's Pizza • Now Hiring:
drivers and pizza makers.
Apply in person at 1045 N Main
Perrysburg Gymnastics is seeking a
Level 4 team coach for
Tuesdays/Thursdays- 5-7:30pm
& Saturdays 10:30am-1pm.
Call 419-874-9383

For Sale
1992 Nissan Maxima GSE sedan
good condition. V6. 5 sp. manual.
4 new tires, new, tranny, new ban..
A/C. power pek, moon roof, alloy
wheels, has been garaged.
$1600 OBO. call 419-441-2120
For Sale. Valley pool table,
excellent condition, $1500 OBO
Call 419-575-8032
Trinity United Methodist Church:
Huge Rummage Sale, 200 N Summit
Sept 4 9-6
Sept. 5 9-4 1/2 price day
Sept 6 9-12 $2 bag day

"Across from Kohl Hair
920 E Wooster. 2 BR apt. Iree park
Call (614) 668-1116
2 BR apt. 156 1/2 S College.
A/C. W/D, $60O/mo
Call 419-308-1733
2 BR, 701 4th St, $420/mo ♦ elec.
Call 419-601-2469
or 419-934-0712
3 bdrm house avail 8/15/08
$275 per person + util Close to
BGSU Oft St prk AC/WD
Call 419-601-3225 or 419-352-4773
3 BR house w/W/D & A/C.
private parking avail.
Call 419-354-9740
3 BR house, brand-new in nice
residential w/ full basement
$1400/mo Call 419-308-2457.
312 N Enterprise
3 Irg bdrm, C/A. all appl inc.
Clean. $950/mo. 419-352-5882
832 Third St. 5 blks from campus
3 BR, 1 bath, fenced in back yard
Window A/C
$840/mo.+ util Call 419-392-2812
Rm/Suite in BG home, non-smoker,
$400/mo. util, internet, laundry incl
Call 419-575-6942

Student Health Service
Party on the Lawn
Join us for free food and games to help you get to know
your Healthcare Providers and the staff of the
Student Health Service.
@
y.
A1^

Activities include:
com hole
ladderball
ring toss
duck pond
potato sack races
water balloon toss
Free snacks include:
sno cones and fresh popcorn

^ ^^

tact the Wellness Connection at 419-372-9355 for more information.

234 S. College ■ $525/month

1

DIN n|i
1 N
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Stop by the Student Health Service
lawn and join the fun.

222 S. College ■ $595 + $60 for gas
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Wanted

exp. necessary Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174.

419-372-6977

SouthSide Laurtdromat
993 S. Main St.
OPEN 24/7 FREEWIFI
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ACROSS

IBARTENDING! up to $3007day. No

Services Offered

If

■

Help Wanted

Ihe bx; News reserves the right to decline,
discontinue or revise any advertittmrni
such as those found to be defamatory*,
lacking In factual basis, misleading or fal»e
In nature. All advertisements utr subject
to editing and approval.
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APWOtO

The BG News will ttoi knowingly accept
advertltemenii thai dticrimTnaie. or
encourage discrimination against any
Individual or group on the basis of race,
sex. color, creed, religion, national origin.
sexual orientation, disablliry. status as a
veteran, or on the basts of any other legally
protected statu*
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The auction is running on eBay
through the end of the month. Featured
items include a T-shirt autographed by
Siegel and a walk-on part on the TV
show "Heroes'

Classified Ads
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By Jo* Milicia

CLEVELAND — The Rock and
Roll Hall of Fame will pay tribute to the "Father of the Electric
Guitar" this fall.
Les Paul will be honored at
the annual American Music
Masters series, a weeklong
event that begins Nov. 10, Rock
Hall officials said yesterday. A
tribute concert — artists will
be named later — is scheduled for Nov. 15 at Cleveland's
State Theater.
Paul, 93, is hoping to attend,
said Rock Hall president and
CEO Terry Stewart.
"You have an inductee who
in some ways maybe has had
one of the biggest influences
of all our inductees with the
creation of his solid-body guitar, overdubbing... not to mention his musical styling and
his ability to play," Stewart
said. "He's become an idol and
an icon to people in the rock
world, as well as people in jazz
and popular music."
Paul began playing guitar as
a child and by age 13 was performing semiprofessionally as
a country-music guitarist. He
later made his mark as a jazzpop musician, recording hits
like "How High the Moon" with
his second wife, singer Colleen
Summers, bet ter known as Mary
Ford. They divorced in 1964.
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American Music Master
series to honor guitar legend
"He's become an idol
and an icon to people
in the rock world..."
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"GUITAR LEGEND": "Father of the Electric Guitar" Les Paul will be honored this fall at the annual American Music Masters series, a weeklong even that begins Nov. 10.2008

The Associated Press
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The Cleveland-based Siegel and
Shuster Society would like to turn the
house into a historic landmark and
have been granted first rights to buy it
from the couple Irving there when they
decide to sell
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Organizers hope to raise at least
$50,000 to fix the roof, replace rotting
wooden siding and repaint the boyhood home of Jerry Siegel. where he
and Joe Shuster came up with their
comic book superhero during the
1930s.
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GUILTY: China Arnold was convicted of killing her one month old baby in 2005.
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Newlove Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)

419-352-5620

www. newloverentals. com

• Two Bedroom
• One block from campus
• Available Now!
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Chicago students skip school in funding protest
By J»nnySonq
The Associated ftess

NORTHFIELD, E — More than
1,000 Chicago public school students skipped the first day of classes yesterday to protest unequal
education funding, a boycott
organizers said would continue
through the week with help from
retired teachers who will turn
office lobbies into impromptu
classrooms.
The students took church buses
30 miles north to the wealthy suburb of Nortlifield, where they filled
out applications to enroll in the
better-funded New Trier district.
The move was largely symbolic
because students must pay tuition
to attend a school outside their
home district.
The turnout fell short of the
thousands organizers expected,
and was a tiny fraction of the
more than 400,000 students who
attend Chicago public schools, but
protesters and their parents said
they're willing to keep the boycott

going as long as it takes to persuade state officials to give their
district more money.
"It's on us kids," said 14-yearold Tracey Stansberry, a student at
Corliss High School. "If we don't,
we'll be on the bottom."
Gillie Beal said she will keep her
12-year-old grandson involved in
the protest as long as it takes. "You
must stand for something or you'll
fall for anything," she said.
Chicago Public Schools spokesman Mike Vaughn said he did not
know how many students boycotted the country's third-largest
district yesterday; attendance figures would not be available for
a couple of days. Although district officials agree the system is
underfunded, he said, they consider it a mistake for the children
to miss any school.
"We want our kids to start the
school year strong, and that means
the first week of school," he said.
"The first week, it is important for
the kids to connect with teachers
and lay the groundwork for the

year. And that cant happen if
kids aren't in school."
Today, boycott organizers will
attempt to set up impromptu
classrooms at Chicago City
Hall and the state's James R.
Thompson Center.as well as in
the lobbies of more than a dozen
Chicago corporations, including
Boeing Co. and Aon Corp., that
support Chicago's bid to host the
2016 Summer Olympics.
"If we say we're a world-class
city, then we shouldn't be content with having second-class
schools," said state Sen. lames
Meeks, who is leading the boycott of the district and is urging
Gov. Rod Blagojevich and state
lawmakers agreed to address
school funding disparities.
Meeks said he had not cleared
his plans with the city or officials of corporations where students are expected to gather,
but expected they would not be
turned away. A message left for
Mayor Richard M. Daley was not
immediately returned.

M SPENCER GKEEN I AP PHOTO
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Removal hearing stil
looms for Detroit
Mayor Kilpatrick
By Corey Williams

"Holding a public

The Associated ftess

DETROIT — Mayor Kwame
Kilpatrick's chances of avoiding a
state hearing that could cost him
his job diminished by the hour yesterday as a judge and an appeals
court ruled against scrapping tlie
proceedings.
The mayor claims he can't get
a fair shake from Gov. Jennifer
Granholm, a fellow Democrat
who is to convene a removal hearing this morning. His lawyers also
attacked the law on the removal
process but lost twice in court
yesterday.
The Detroit City Council asked
Granholm to determine whether
Kilpatrick misled members when
he settled lawsuits with former
police officers for $8.4 million; text
messages that contradict the mayor's sworn denials of an extramarital affair were supposed to be kept
secret as part of tile deal.
Separately, Kilpatrick is
charged with 10 felonies, including perjury and assault, and he
would lose a powerful bargaining chip with prosecutors if he is
removed from office.
The state constitution gives the
governor the power to remove
elected officials for misconduct,
but Kilpatrick claims Granholm
showed her bias against him as
she tried to broker a settlement in
his criminal case in May.
After hearing arguments Friday,
WayneCounryCircuitJudge Robert
Ziolkowski returned to court yesterday and said he wouldn't interfere with the hearing.
"1 folding a public office is not
a public right and not subject to
due process rights," the judge said,
rejecting a claim that Kilpatrick's
right to "just and fair treatment"
would be violated.
Kilpatrick's attorney lames
Thomas appealed, saying outside
court. "The way this is set up the
governor has free rein to be the
judge, jury and executioner."
A three-judge panel of the
Michigan Court of Appeals scheduled a hearing yesterday afternoon,
but Thomas was late for it, entering the courtroom as a lawyer for
Granholm was making his argument. Thomas blamed traffic.
"So you haven't got acell phone?"
Judge Michael Talbot snapped.

office is not a public
right and not subject
to due process rights."
Robert Ziolkowski | Judge

It was just the start of the panel's
rough treatment as Thomas tried
to raise questions about fairness
and the standard of evidence used
at a removal hearing. He said he
doesn't know what it means for
Granholm to determine whether
evidence is "sufficient" to evict
Kilpatrick.
"I suggest you do the best you
can," Talbot said.
John Wemet, Granholm's deputy legal counsel, said Kilpatrick's
appeal was an" 1 lth-hour action"
aimed at getting courts to "meddle" with the governor's powers.
Before the appeals court ruled,
Granholm had asked the Michigan
Supreme Court to step in and settle
the issue. She said "judicial interference" is not good for Detroit
"If a breach of the public trust
has indeed occurred, as has been
alleged by the Detroit City Council
in the removal request before me,
Detroit residents have a right to a
timely resolution of the matter,"
the governor said in a filing with
the Supreme Court
The state Supreme Court gave
no sign by yesterday evening that
it would take up the case. After
arguments before the appellate
court but before the panel ruled,
Thomas said he thought there was
only a "remote" possibility that the
high court would take the case.
The City Council says that when
it approved the $8.4 million settlement it didn't know the deal
covered up sexually charged text
messages between the 38-year-old
mayor and his top aide, Christine
Beany.
Those text messages are key in
criminal charges against Kilpatrick
and Beany, both of whom testified
in the police officers' lawsuit that
they had not had an affair. In a
separate case, Kilpatrick is charged
with assault in a confrontation with
investigators who were anempting
to serve a subpoena on a friend of
the mayor in connection with the
penury case.

FREE SHIPP

Preferred
Properties Co.

- ATT.COM/WIRELESS - VISIT A STORE
TEST US FOR 30 DAYS. SATISFACTION IS GUARANTEED.
If within 30 days you aren't completely satisfied, you can get out of your contract.

• ■o»l««Cntr l017N.MiinSn<l*3SJ.M*>
■ToWo Wmf«M ftaattl Mjll SOOI Monroe St. ConKng Soon

Find A Place To Call Home
wrm.pretarredpropertiesco. com

MAKE YOUR HOME AT:
Haven House Manor
Fox RunApts.
Piedmont Apts. "Renovated"
Updated Birchwood (small pet allowed)
Mini Mall Apts. (Downtown)
1 Bedroom & Efficiencies
Houses

OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Frl:&-5
530 S. Maple St.

419-352-9378

■Coming Soon
•Open Sunday
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>T&T also imposes riwtTtNy a ReguUt^
Universal Umt charges; and mrtftarot* for custom*-bawd and revenue-based state and local unnmniB on AT1T. mm are not am or ywrmtrrt-ftquirtd charges.
30-Day Guarantee: If phone is returned withm 30 days in [lie-new condition with all components, early termination fee will be waived AH other charges apply. Early Termination Fee None rf
cancelled in the first 30 days; thereafter up to SITS. Some agents impose add! fees. Offer available on select phones. Unftad-tint offcf. Other conditions & testrictons apply. See contract &
rate plan brochure lor details, Subscrfter must Iw & have a mating ad* within AT&T's owned wreless network coverage area. Up to $36 activ. fee applies Equipment pnee ft avail may vary by
mrk ft may not be available from independent retailers Rebate Debit Cards; Pantech Duo price before mail-In rebate debit card, unlimited messaging plan, and with 2-year wireless service
agreement is $219.99 Minimum $2000 unumrted messagmg plan required. BlackBerry* CURVE" 8310 pnee before mat-in rebate debit card, unlimited messaging plan, and with 2-year wireless
service agreement is S219.99. Minim JH $20.00 unlimited messaging plan required SONY ERICSSON w350 pnee before mail-in rebate debit card MEcfta'/messagng feature purchase, and with 2year wreless service agreement Is $99.99. Minimum $1000 M€cUa7messaging feature purchase required Allow 60 days for fulfilment Card may be used only In the US and b valid for 130 days
after Issuance date but 8 not redeemable for cash and cannot be used lor cash withdrawal at ATMs or automated gasoline pumps. Card request must be postmarked by 10/30/2008; you must be
a customer for 30 consecutw days to receive card Sales tax calculated based on price of actuated equipment Offnet Usage H your mw of use (including unttd sves) on other carriers'
networks rofnet usageT during any two consecutive months exceed your oflnet usage allowance, AUT may at its option terminate your sve, deny your contd use of other carriers' coverage, or
change your plan to one imposing usage charges for offnet usage. Your offnet usage allowance is equal to the lesser of 750 mins or 40% of the Anytime nvhs tncl'd with your plan (data offnet
usage afewance Is the lesser of 6 MB or 20\ of the KB Incl d with your plan). Unlimited voice services: Unttd voice sves are provided solely for live dialog between two indMduals No additional
discounts are available with unlimited plan Service provided by AUT Mobttty. C2008 ATftT Intellectual Property, All rights reserved AT&T, the AT&T logo, and at other marks contained herein are
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